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Abstract: The top layer of a typical high pressure floor laminate (HPL) consists of a melamine
formaldehyde (MF) impregnated special wear layer (overlay) with alumina particles. This top
layer plays a crucial role in determining the mechanical properties of the laminate. For HPLs,
scratch resistance and scratch visibility are particularly important properties. This study aimed to
improve the mechanical properties, particularly the scratch resistance, by adjusting the composition
of the overlay. Laminates containing alumina particles were prepared and tested. These alumina
particles were additionally functionalized with a silane coupling agent to ensure better adhesion
between the particles and the resin. The functionalized particles led to enhanced scratch resistance of
the laminates as well as improved dispersion of the particles within the resin. Micro scratch testing
revealed that by using functionalized particles, the scratch surface damage was reduced and the
recovery characteristics of the surface layer were improved. Higher scratch resistance and scratch
hardness were thus obtained, along with a reduced scratch visibility.

Keywords: high pressure laminates (HPL); overlay; alumina; functionalization; silane coupling agent;
scratch resistance; scratch visibility; scratch hardness

1. Introduction

Decorative laminates are widely used products with many applications within both home
interior design and commercial settings. High pressure laminates are the most commonly used
laminates consisting of multiple layers of kraft papers impregnated with phenol formaldehyde (PF)
resin, laminated together with decorative paper impregnated with melamine formaldehyde (MF) [1].
For decorative laminates, the top surface has a double role: providing the final product with an
excellent appearance and protecting the substrate from external damage [2]. Even a few scratches,
though most of them are a few micrometers in depth, can deteriorate the original appearance [3] and in
some cases, may even affect functionality by rendering them more vulnerable to other types of strain
(flexion, impact, fatigue, etc.) [4]. Hence, scratch resistance and scratch visibility are very important
factors for the top functional coatings in laminate floors. The melamine impregnated high-quality
overlay paper based on α-cellulose [5] used on top of the decorative layer contains alumina particles
to provide high scratch and abrasion resistance [1] to the finished product.

For coating applications such as laminate flooring where the appearance is particularly important,
scratch visibility is a very significant issue [6]. Scratch visibility is essentially caused by the scattering
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of incident light due to high roughness or an uneven surface structure prompted by scratching
(e.g., cracks, crazes, etc.) [7]. When these flaws on the damaged surface are larger than the wavelength
of visible light, the scratches become visible [7]. The scratch visibility is known to correlate well with
parameters like scratch hardness, scratch depth, surface roughness on the scratch path [6], coefficient of
friction of the surface, and filler–matrix interface strength as well as the elastic recovery characteristics
of the polymer [4]. The damage caused by plastic flow generally has a lower impact on the scratch
visibility than brittle damage due to less scattered light [8,9].

In general, the addition of ceramic particles into a polymeric matrix is beneficial for scratch
resistance [10,11] and depends on the type, morphology, and size of the particles [12–16], but also on
their amount, hardness, and dispersion state [17]. Alumina has successfully been used as reinforcement
for organic coatings with improved scratch resistance in a number of previous studies, for example,
when added to Nylon-11 [15], melamine films [18] or PTFE [19]. A further improvement in the
scratch resistance can be obtained through the strengthening of the polymer/particle interface [4],
which will improve the dispersion state of the particles within the polymer matrix [20] and reduce
the stresses associated with polymerization shrinkage [21] among others. Silane coupling agents are
commonly used for functionalization, along with amines, carboxilates, phosphonates, etc., [22] as they
can act as chemical bridges between the particle and the polymer. The silane can be covalently bound
to the particle’s surface through the silicon atom, and the alkyl chain will bond to the polymer.
Important improvements in scratch resistance while maintaining good transparency have been
achieved in the presence of ceramic nanoparticles such as silica [20], titania [23], and alumina [24]
functionalized with silane coupling agents. Silica nanoparticles functionalized with three different
trialkoxysilane agents and incorporated in polyacrylate yielded nanocomposite films with higher
scratch and wear resistance as well as improved viscoelastic properties [20]. Titania nanoparticles
functionalized with 3-aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMS) greatly improved the resistance to
abrasive wear and the particle dispersion within a Polyamide 11 matrix [23]. Better scratch resistance
along with a good dispersion of the particles has also been obtained when incorporating alumina
nanoparticles functionalized with [2-(3,4-epoxycyclohexyl)ethyl]trimethoxysilane in a polyurethane
coating [24]. A significant improvement of the critical load, a uniform dispersion of the particles in the
polymer as well as low residual scratch depths when compared to the neat polymer were obtained for
all functionalized alumina containing samples even at relatively low particle loadings (6 vol.%) [24].
As such, a general trend in enhanced mechanical properties like wear resistance and resistance to
scratch has been observed when incorporating functionalized nanoparticles into a polymer matrix.

For micron scale ceramic particles, the influence of functionalization on the properties of polymer
composites has yet to be extensively studied. Additionally, there is a need for further work on the
use of functionalized ceramic particles in laminate flooring in general and functionalized alumina
particles in particular. The aim of this work was therefore to improve the mechanical properties
of floor laminates, and especially the resistance to scratch through the addition of functionalized
ceramic particles. Alumina particles were chosen as these particles are included in the overlay of
commercial laminates. Today’s laminates contain rather large alumina particles (~100 µm); however,
these are hard to functionalize due to the size and the low surface area, and smaller particles are
therefore preferred. Sub-micron particles are chosen over nano sized particles due to their advantages
in terms of cost and availability. A silane coupling agent was selected for the functionalization
of the alumina particles based on its compatibility with both the alumina particles and the MF
polymer matrix. An improvement in the dispersion of the alumina particles as well as in the scratch
resistance of the laminates were obtained through the addition of functionalized alumina particles,
and the influence of the functionalization of alumina particles on the scratch resistance of laminates is
discussed by evaluating different aspects such as residual scratch depth and width, scratch hardness,
scratch visibility, and scratch deformation mode.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

A commercial grade of MF resin (Dynea, Lillestrøm, Norway) in the form of a pre-condensate
solution with a viscosity of 24 mPa·s at 25 ◦C, a dry content of 50 wt %, and pH 9.5 was used
for the impregnation of the overlay paper. Overlay paper, decorative paper impregnated with
MF and kraft papers impregnated with PF resin (supplied by Nordic Paper, Greåker, Norway)
were used for manufacturing the laminates. A slip agent (formula and manufacturer unknown),
wetting agent (Poly(oxy-1,2-ethanediyl),alfa-(2-propylheptyl)-omega-hydroxyl-, INEOS Melamines
GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany), and curing agent (formula and manufacturer unknown) were
used as additives for the preparation of the overlay impregnation solution.

Alumina particles (α-aluminum oxide, Al2O3, purity 99.99%) with an average size ranging
between 0.5 and 1 µm (Inframat Advanced Materials, Manchester, CT, USA) were used as reinforcement
for the MF resin. The average size was provided by the manufacturer. The specific surface area of the
alumina powder was measured by nitrogen adsorption analysis to be 6.3 ± 0.12 m2/g. The morphology
of the particles obtained through SEM is shown in Figure 1a. The particles were irregularly shaped
and their sizes corresponded to the range reported by the supplier.

(γ)-Glycidoxypropyl-trimethoxy silane (>98.0%), also referred to as AP-Silane 51,
(Advanced Polymer, Inc., Carlstadt, NJ, USA) was used for surface functionalization of the alumina
particles. The compound was selected based on its compatibility with both the alumina and the MF
resin. The chemical structure of the compound is shown in Figure 1b. Tetrahydrofuran (THF, anhydrous,
containing 250 ppm butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT), purity ≥99.9%, Advanced Polymer, Inc., Carlstadt,
NJ, USA) was used as the solvent for the functionalization of the particles. BHT (200–300 ppm) was added
to THF by the manufacturer to prevent the formation of explosive organic peroxides during storage [25].
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Figure 1. (a) SEM image of the alumina particles; (b) Chemical structure of the silane coupling agent
used in this work, (γ)-Glycidoxypropyl-trimethoxy silane [26].

2.2. Methods

Surface functionalization of the alumina particles was carried out using the following procedure
reported elsewhere [27] with slight modifications: alumina particles (8 g) were added to THF (25 mL)
and the mixture was ultrasonically stirred for 15 min using a Bandelin Sonorex RK 255 Transistor
bath operating at 35 Hz (Bandelin, Berlin, Germany). The dispersion was then added to the treatment
solution containing the silane agent (4 g) dissolved in THF (25 mL), after which the resulting colloidal
dispersion was stirred ultrasonically for 1 h at room temperature and subsequently separated by
sedimentation. Finally, the sedimented particles were rinsed three times with THF to remove the
organic residuals, then dried in a vacuum oven at room temperature [27]. Thermogravimetric analysis
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(TGA) was performed on the as-received and functionalized alumina particles using a Netzsch
thermal analysis system 4 (STA449, Erich NETZSCH GmbH & Co. Holding KG, Selb, Germany).
The temperature range was 30–700 ◦C with a heating rate of 10 ◦C/min. Samples of approximately
30 mg were weighed and added to the alumina crucibles. Synthetic air was used as the flow medium
with a flow rate of 25 mL/min.

Five types of laminates were manufactured by assembling a MF impregnated overlay
paper containing alumina particles with a MF pre-impregnated decorative paper and two PF
pre-impregnated kraft papers. The impregnation of the overlay paper was performed manually
using a No. 9 Tan meter bar (RK Print Coat Instruments, Hertfordshire, UK). The impregnation resin
was prepared by adding a curing agent (0.6 wt %), wetting agent (0.1 wt %), and slip agent (0.1 wt %)
to a MF pre-condensate. Alumina particles (functionalized or non-functionalized) were added in two
different concentrations: 5 and 10 wt %. A reference laminate without particles was prepared for
comparison. After impregnation, the coatings were allowed to dry at room temperature for three to
four days before being pressed for 1 h at 115 ◦C and 7.35 MPa using a Fontijne press LPB 300 apparatus
(Fontijne Presses, Barendrecht, The Netherlands).

The cross-sections of selected laminates were investigated by SEM using a Hitachi SU 3500
(Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, Minatoku, Tokyo, Japan) apparatus. Sections of
approximately 2–3 cm2 from each sample were embedded in epoxy resin under vacuum. The prepared
blocks were dried at 45 ◦C to cure the epoxy, then ground with SiC paper and polished with diamond
particles with 9 and 1 µm sizes. The samples were coated with carbon prior to SEM investigation.
The images were acquired in backscatter electron imaging mode (BEI) with an accelerating voltage of
5.00 kV. The surface morphology of the scratched laminates was also investigated by SEM. For this,
small sections of approximately 1 cm2 were cut and sputter coated with a thin layer of gold. The images
were acquired in secondary electron mode (SE) with an accelerating voltage of 5.00 kV.

The scratch resistance of the laminates was tested using an Anton Paar Tritec Micro-Combi Tester
(Anton Paar GmbH , Graz, Austria) equipped with a Rockwell C-type diamond indenter, with a
spherical tip and a radius of 100 µm. Two types of scratch tests were carried out where the load was
applied either at constant mode (6 N) or at progressive mode (0–10 N). A constant scratch rate of
1 mm/min was applied for the constant load measurements and 1.66 mm/min for the progressive load
measurements. The scratch profile length was 5–6 mm. At least three scratches were performed on two
different replicates of each sample and the penetration depth (Pd) and the residual scratch depth (Rd)
were recorded. The optical critical load, scratch width, and morphology were determined by means of
optical microscopy and SEM. The elastic recovery f (%) was obtained using Equation (1) [2]:

f = [(Pd − Rd)·100]/Pd (1)

Scratch resistance in terms of the residual scratch deformation of the scratch width was also taken
into consideration. The scratch width was calculated as the average of the width data measured from
the SEM images of the scratch tracks. The scratch hardness, defined as the normal load of the indenter
over the load bearing area, was calculated using Equation (2) [28]:

Hs = 4qP/πw2 (2)

where w is the post-scratch width in millimeters; P is the normal load in Newtons; and q is a
dimensionless parameter (1 < q < 2) that depends on the extent of elastic recovery of the polymer
during scratching. Most commonly, for polymeric materials, the value of q is considered to be 1 [29].
For this study, the value of q was considered to be 1.

The optical critical load, Lc, defined as the normal load at which the first damage fulfilling
contrast, size, and continuity criteria at the same time occurs [30], was determined. The resistance
to scratch was also determined using a Taber Scratch tester model 551 (230 V, 50 Hz) in accordance
with NS-EN 438-2 [31]. During this test, laminates were cut into 10-cm diameter discs and secured
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on the instrument turntable, then successively increasing loads (starting with 1 N) were applied and
the scratches were examined visually. The scratch resistance was determined as the minimum load
necessary to produce a continuous scratch mark visible to the naked eye from different angles.

3. Results

3.1. Thermogravimetric Analysis of Functionalized Alumina

TGA of the as-received alumina particles and the functionalized alumina particles is shown in
Figure 2. The change in mass indicates the mass loss of the particles as the temperature increased.
The functionalized particles showed a significant two-step mass loss when compared to the as-received
particles, proving the existence of the silane coupling agent, which decomposes at higher temperatures.
The mass loss between 50 and 140 ◦C corresponding to the evaporation of adsorbed moisture and
water resulted from the condensation between adjacent silane agents and was not taken into account
when calculating the mass loss. The mass loss between 230 and 450 ◦C corresponded to the covalently
bound coupling agent. The mass loss was ~1.7 wt % (measured from the plateau at ~150 ◦C).
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3.2. Cross-Sectional Analysis of the Laminates

The effect of the surface modification on the dispersion of the alumina particles within the resin
was observed through SEM of the cross-section of the laminates, and the images are shown in Figure 3.

The alumina particles were homogeneously distributed after functionalization when compared to
the as-received particles.
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3.3. Scratch Resistance Measured in Accordance with Standard NS-EN 438-2

The scratch resistance was improved using the surface functionalized alumina particles.
The scratch resistance results obtained through a visual inspection of the laminates after the scratch
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test performed in accordance with the NS-EN 438-2 standard are presented in Table 1. Using the SEM
images of the scratch tracks produced through micro scratch testing, the scratch width was calculated
as the average of the width data measured from the images. The values are also reported in Table 1.

The best performance was observed for the laminates containing 5 and 10 wt % of functionalized
particles which were ranked with 5/6 and 6, respectively. The sample with the higher content of
functionalized alumina particles showed better scratch resistance. For the laminates containing
as-received particles, the opposite trend was observed, as the sample containing the higher amount of
particles (10 wt %) proved to be less scratch resistant than the one containing 5 wt %. This could be due
to the formation of agglomerates in the laminate with a greater amount of non-functionalized particles.

Table 1. Scratch resistance (according to standard NS-EN 438-2) and scratch widths (from micro
scratch testing) of laminates containing as-received and functionalized alumina particles.

Alumina Particle Concentration (wt %) Functionalization Scratch Resistance (N) Scratch Width (µm)

0 – 4 131 ± 5
5 No 5 118 ± 3
10 No 4 123 ± 6
5 Yes 5/6 120 ± 5
10 Yes 6 108 ± 7

3.4. Scratch Resistance Measured through Micro Scratch Testing

Figure 4 shows the extended scratch test results of the laminates using a micro scratch tester.
Figure 4a shows the residual depth curves after a constant load of 6 N as a function of the length of the
scratch and Figure 4b shows the residual scratch depth after progressive load testing from 1 to 10 N as
a function of the scratch length.

Figure 4. Residual depth after the scratch test of the laminates: (a) with a constant load of 6 N as a
function of scratch length, and (b) with progressive load from 0 to 10 N as a function of scratch length.

From Figure 4a, the best performing laminate was the one containing 10 wt % of functionalized
alumina particles, showing the lowest scratch depth. Compared to the laminate with 10 wt % of
as-received particles, the scratch depth was more than halved from the original value (from an average
5 µm for the last two mm for the non-functionalized to 2.1 µm for the functionalized). Differences were
also observed for the 5 wt % of load, however, the laminate with the as-received particles performed
better, which shows that the amount of incorporated alumina particles is important. The worst
performing laminate was the one containing no particles, confirming that the presence of ceramic
particles is crucial.

Figure 4b shows the residual scratch depth curves after progressive load testing and confirmed
that laminates with functionalized particles had the best performance. The laminates with 10 wt % of
functionalized alumina were significantly better and this was especially visible for loads above 5 N.
For the 5 wt % of solid loading, there was no significant difference. On the other hand, the laminate
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without particles showed the far largest depths, with a more jagged depth profile as a function of
normal load, reflecting a higher roughness of the scratch track for this sample due to brittle fracture
within the scratch track.

3.5. Scratch Microstructure and Scratch Behavior

The measured scratch resistance must be seen in conjunction with the changes in microstructure
and scratch behavior. Figure 5 shows the SEM images of the residual scratch patterns of the laminates
after micro scratch tests with a 6 N load.
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SEM images in Figure 5f,g show the appearance of the laminate containing 10 wt % functionalized
particles and of the laminate with neat polymer in the middle of the scratch. It is clear that with the
functionalized alumina particles, there was no additional damage to the laminate except for the scratch
itself. In the case of the laminate without particles, the damage was considerable. Here, the material was
pushed upwards at the edges of the scratch and in front of the indenter and micro-cracks and plastically
deformed sheet-like debris were observed in the scratch zone for the sample without particles.

The results from the scratch width measurements are shown in Table 1. The results show that
for the 10 wt % of particles added, the scratches were narrower with functionalized particles when
compared to the as-received particles. This confirmed that the functionalization ensured stronger
bonds and yielded narrower scratches. For 5 wt %, the results were approximately the same with or
without functionalization, stating that the amount of particles was important.
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The post-micro scratch test elastic recovery of the laminates is presented in Figure 6, Figure 6a
shows the constant load of 10 N and Figure 6b shows the progressive load from 0 to 10 N.
The recovery/healing properties were high in general and were the highest for the laminates with
functionalized particles. For the laminates containing 10 wt % of functionalized alumina particles,
the recovery was above 80% at the end of the scratch.

Figure 6. Elastic recovery properties of laminates after micro scratch test with (a) a constant load of
10 N, and (b) progressive load from 0 to 10 N as a function of sliding distance.

In Figure 7a, the scratch hardness calculated using the post-scratch width as well as the scratch
resistance obtained according to standard BS-EN 438-2 [31] are shown. There was a good correlation
between the two methods for evaluating the scratch properties. Figure 7b shows the critical loads
for the visibility of the scratches obtained for the laminates. The laminates with functionalized
alumina particles showed the highest critical loads, confirming their high ability to withstand high
loads. These results confirmed good reproducibility between the different methods of evaluating the
scratch resistance.

Figure 7. Scratch resistance of the laminates in terms of (a) scratch hardness and scratch resistance
according to standard BS-EN 438-2, and (b) critical loads for the onset of scratch visibility in laminates
containing different types of alumina particles.

4. Discussion

The scratch resistance of polymer composites depends mainly on the nature of the polymer,
the additives, and the test conditions such as the applied load, the type of indenter, the scratching angle,
and speed [32,33]. The complexity of the scratch behavior of polymers is due to their viscoplastic and
viscoelastic nature [34], and the presence of additives such as reinforcing particles further complicates
the material’s response to scratching due to the formation of voids and cracks and the exposure of the
particles during the scratching process [35]. In this work, functionalization of the reinforcing particles
was shown to improve the scratch resistance of the laminates as well as the particle dispersion within
the polymer matrix. Figure 3 clearly shows that the functionalization improved the distribution of
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the alumina particles within the resin. The good dispersion of the alumina particles in the laminate
containing functionalized particles was due to the methoxy groups in the silane coupling agents,
which contribute to the steric stabilization of the particles in the liquid phase as the polymeric chains
will repulse each other. This is crucial for the performance of the laminates. It has previously been
explained that while soft particles (such as agglomerates) can reduce the scratch visibility, they can also
reduce the scratch hardness [12] and decrease the strength of the composite as they can act as critical
flaws, especially in rigid thermosets [36] such as MF. The formation of agglomerates within the polymer
matrix is therefore undesirable, and the chemical modification of the surface of the ceramic particles
renders them compatible with the polymer matrix and eliminates the formation of the agglomerates.

The scratch resistance of the laminates was also significantly improved by adding functionalized
particles. When comparing the results obtained from micro scratch testing, the laminate containing
10 wt % of functionalized particles gave the best results for the constant load measurements. The same
observation could be made for the progressive load tests where the laminate containing 10 wt % of
functionalized particles showed the best properties by far. In addition, the shapes of the residual
scratch depth curves exhibited surface roughening within the scratch track for all laminates, but to a
smaller extent for the one with the highest concentration of functionalized particles. This is, as was
explained in a previous study [37], due to a more efficient load transfer from the matrix to the particles
during the scratch test. Hence, the separation between the two phases occurred less easily and, as a
result, the scratch depth decreased and the scratch resistance increased [37]. Significant differences
were also seen in both the deformation extent and the deformation mechanisms when examining the
scratches through microstructural investigation (Figure 5). For the neat polymer coating, the SEM
images showed chipping of the surface after the scratch test all along the scratch track. However,
no damage by material removal was seen on the laminate containing 10 wt % of functionalized
particles. There seemed to be two types of deformation in the two cases: fracture-type and plastic-type,
respectively [38]. By adding the functionalized particles, there was therefore a transition in the scratch
feature. On one hand, the groove surface of the neat polymer was wave-like along the sliding direction
and the edges of the scratch were sharp and irregular, with discontinuous margins and significant
chip formation. The deformation included both grooving and cracking, with extensive brittle fracture
both within the scratch path and on the edges. The surface texture of the scratch was also different
from the texture of the unscratched coating. The difference in texture was less marked for the laminate
containing 10 wt % of functionalized particles. Here, the overall features of the deformation, i.e.,
the smooth and continuous borders, suggest a ductile type of failure. In this case, only a small
amount of material was pushed upwards at the edges of the scratch, rendering the scratch less visible.
The functionalized particles were clearly reinforcing the system as less damage was seen from the
scratch testing.

Higher recovery and higher scratch hardness were also obtained with particle functionalization.
When recovery takes place, the bottom of the scratch moves upwards [39], and the residual depth
Rd is much shallower than the penetration depth Pd. The more elastic the recovery, the smaller
the scratch visibility, and these results correlated well with the visual observation results shown in
Figure 7. The correlation between scratch morphology and scratch visibility is however very intricate,
as it depends on may factors such as sample color, illumination, angle and duration of inspection,
psychological perception as well as the size and type of damage [38]. Here, the large recovery in
the scratch depth seems to be favored by the presence of the functionalized particles and it is likely
that this decreased the brittleness of the polymer. The parameters influencing the recovery appear
to be complex and the addition of particles can contribute to the recovery by increasing the free
volume in the composite [40,41]. The phenomenon has been observed, for example, when adding
silica particles, both micro- and nano-sized, to acrylic-based polyurethane coatings [41]. In this work,
both non-functionalized and functionalized particles contributed to the increase in elastic properties
and therefore the scratch resistance, but the functionalized particles did so to a larger extent. The same
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conclusion could be reached when examining the values for the critical loads, which were also higher
for the laminate with a high content of functionalized alumina particles.

The enhanced scratch resistance could also be associated with a decrease in the mobility of the
polymer molecules near the interface, under the influence of the fillers. The scratch resistance of the
polymers and polymer composites has indeed been reported to increase with an increase in the glass
transition temperature [42,43]. The enhanced glass transition temperature of polymeric composites
is due to a decrease in the mobility of the polymer molecules near the interface and depends on the
degree of interaction between the filler material and the polymer as well as on the interfacial area [44].
The increase in scratch resistance when adding the functionalized alumina particles to the polymer
matrix can thus be attributed to an increase in the glass transition temperature and to the reduced
mobility of the polymer molecules and also to the stronger interactions within the resin.

For decorative laminates, the scratch visibility is crucial and is related to the damage mechanisms
and to the scratch dimensions and morphology. Brittle fractures will increase the roughness of
the scratch path, chipping, shoulder formation, and scratch width. All these factors significantly
affect the scratch visibility. Adding functionalized alumina particles to the polymer will decrease
the scratch visibility by influencing the scratch deformation mode and, despite the subjectivity of
the visual observation method used in the laminate industry to assess scratch resistance, the results
correlated well with the results obtained with micro scratch testing and with the ones obtained through
SEM observation.

5. Conclusions

The addition of alumina particles increased the scratch resistance of the laminates.
Functionalization increased the scratch resistance further, with the best results obtained with a 10 wt %
of functionalized alumina particles. An improved distribution of the particles within the resin was
obtained, and the scratch resistance improvement achieved for the laminates was clearly dependent
on the content and dispersion state of the particles.

Depth of the scratches and morphologies of the scratch tracks provided an insight into the
deformation mode. The shape of the scratch tracks gave an indication as to the severity of the
deformation as well as the scratching mechanism. By adding functionalized alumina particles,
the scratch surface damage changed from extensive cracking and tearing to ductile plowing with
no cracks inside the scratch track. The high scratch recovery had a great influence on the scratch
visibility. Scratch recovery of the neat polymer in this study was relatively high and the addition of the
functionalized alumina led to an increase in the scratch resistance and scratch hardness, but also to a
reduction in scratch visibility since it further improved the recovery characteristics of the coating.
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